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Not all who wander 
are lost*

* BUT SOME ARE



What could possibly go wrong?



How I got here…

50 campgrounds/year... 

REI, orienteering and GPS…

I’ve used a dozen hiking apps...

2 rangers...

We settled on the free version of Avenza 



What’s the best hiking app?

Hiking apps are not about survival…
They’re about enjoying a hike

The best app makes the hike enjoyable
The worst app is the one you download and forget

Avenza is a mapping company that added an app
Some others are app companies using maps



Quick primer on GPS, the big picture
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Prescott has an amazing trail 
system run by people who 
understand hiking

But it’s impossible to keep a 
printed map up to date 

Prescott Trail Map (now free) 
and the  Avenza app



The Prescott Trail Map

www.prescott-az.gov/recreation-events/re
creation-areas/trails/
 

Search: ‘Prescott Trail Map’

http://www.prescott-az.gov/recreation-events/recreation-areas/trails/
http://www.prescott-az.gov/recreation-events/recreation-areas/trails/


Paper Maps aren’t updated 
and don’t provide feedback

PDF with GPS Reference  
(Super Powers)

34.5400    -112.4685



PDF with GPS Reference  
(Super Powers)

GPS apps are just 
connecting the dots

34.5400    -112.4685



Short walk at YC



We can export this to Google (more later)



And view it in Google Satellite (more later)



How/why this works…

This works because Avenza and Google are GPS enabled or 
GPS referenced. Both maps are overlaid with a bunch of GPS 
dots

They can share a route because they both can read the KML 
text file where the dots that make up the route are stored

You don’t need to know any of this 



KML file that Avenza and Google share
1 <when>2019-03-25T11:10:53-07:00</when>
2 <when>2019-03-25T11:10:58-07:00</when>
3 <when>2019-03-25T11:11:01-07:00</when>
4 <when>2019-03-25T11:11:05-07:00</when>
5 <when>2019-03-25T11:11:07-07:00</when>
6 <when>2019-03-25T11:11:10-07:00</when>     
7 <when>2019-03-25T11:11:13-07:00</when>
8 <when>2019-03-25T11:11:16-07:00</when>
9 <when>2019-03-25T11:11:19-07:00</when>
 
1 <gx:coord>-112.454658430174 34.5470152236843 </gx:coord>
2 <gx:coord>-112.454641163454 34.5469958614880 </gx:coord>
3 <gx:coord>-112.454661028564 34.5469675725648 </gx:coord>
4 <gx:coord>-112.454652395204 34.5469490485588 </gx:coord>
5 <gx:coord>-112.454657759622 34.5469245734015 </gx:coord>
6 <gx:coord>-112.454643845663 34.5468938118169 </gx:coord>
7 <gx:coord>-112.454629428789 34.5468712225878 </gx:coord>
8 <gx:coord>-112.454652898118 34.5468534110436 </gx:coord>
9 <gx:coord>-112.454686677188 34.5468433946693 </gx:coord>



And view it in Google Satellite (more later)



What I like about Avenza

If your 2 hour hikes last 4 hours...

If you ever wonder which way to turn 



What I like about Avenza

You found something 
amazing on a trail 
and want to take a friend to 
see it…
 
GEO tagged photo in Avenza 



What I like about Avenza

Almost any GeoTagged map 
will work

This is part of the USGS 
Prescott National Forest 
Geology Map 



What I like about Avenza

Almost any GeoTagged map 
will work

This is part of the Highland 
Center Hiking Spree 



What I like about Avenza: Collections
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What I like about Avenza: Extending Maps



What I like about Avenza: Extending Maps



Stuff to remember

Turn on Airplane mode

Buy a battery (Walmart $6), and a cable 

Carry a paper map, have a backup

KML text files can be saved in a hiking library



More stuff to remember

Avenza Store (get an account, 5 devices)

Don’t forget to turn it off

NatGeo, filter for National Geographic

iTunes and Google Play 



Happy Trails
Thank You!
SKY365BLUE@OUTLOOK.COM

mailto:sky365blue@outlook.com
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